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SMART TRANSPORTATION ALLIANCE

It is undeniable that the on-going 
deployment of the so-called Cyber-
Physical Systems in all levels of our 

society requires new stabilising structures 
based on Internet 4.0/augmented or mixed 
reality.

Nowadays, traffic represents a key ele-
ment in a well-functioning society. There-
fore, an efficient interfacing of traffic 
telematics has become an absolute priority. 
New traffic categories will play a leading 
role in the society of the future.

This assumption will force city adminis-
trations to keep traffic flowing and to be 
equipped with software programmes that 
enable, on the one hand, traffic light pro-
gramming via smart devices while on the 
other hand allow the interfacing with a full 
traffic management system as one crucial 

element for traffic flow in big cities. That is 
what a Cyber-Physical System stands for, i.e. 
a system with high complexity and physical 
and (cyber) virtual components.

As a matter of fact, the above will become 
the most important challenge for city admin-
istrations that have to guarantee that traffic 
control centre systems (TCCs) handle such 
tasks with adequate software programmes.

THE PROBLEM (FOR EMERGENCY 
VEHICLES, EVS)
Today, traffic volume in our cities is growing 
rapidly and continuously. Consequently, 
emergency vehicles (EVs) and special mis-
sion vehicles are limited in their mobility. 
Rescue crews are suffering from situations 
of extreme stress during missions when 
they have to drive from their base to mis-

sion locations through overburdened and 
congested roads.

This increases the potential for accidents 
on road crossings, junctions, roundabouts, 
etc., even with sirens blaring and blue lights 
flashing. This occurs when the normal traf-
fic does not evacuate the route in time and 
the crossing and incoming traffic with the 
green light does not react accordingly. 

In that regard, self-driving autonomous 
vehicles represent an additional risk for EVs, 
because they are still unable to recognise 
approaching EVs, identifying their rout-
ing and ‘giving way’ to them in time. This 
represents a potential risk and danger for 
the overall security and an obstacle to free 
routing of the emergency vehicles. Thus, 
the central control, monitoring and com-
munication of the EVs with autonomous 
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and/or semi-autonomous cars becomes an 
issue of growing importance.

During emergency missions, EVs need to 
be guided via priority monitoring of obsta-
cle-free traffic lights on each and every 
route selected. At the same time, autono-
mous cars need to be detected, informed 
and guided in order to be warned about 
the approaching EV in exactly the same 
way as human drivers.

Without such predominant real-time 
detection and temporarily overruling influ-
ence on route and direction, autonomous 
cars hinder EVs in their attempt to reduce: 
i) mission times to reach the location of an 
incident; ii) the risk of having an accident, 
and iii) drivers’ level of stress.

It is therefore necessary for TCCs to not 
only monitor the traffic lights to give pri-
ority to EVs, but also to monitor the exact 
position of such autonomous cars and 
inform them about the approaching EVs on 

a real-time basis. This anonymous informa-
tion system has to be put at the disposal of 
the autonomous cars, whose drivers need 
to communicate their position to the TCC 
and to the EV in order to trigger the correct 
actions to be undertaken. 

The SMEV system creates the cyber-
physical requirements for such continuous 
communication, detection and acknowl-
edgement of the cars’ position. This 
detection is continuously carried out on a 
real-time basis and within the same action 
radius as for the traffic lights temporary 
monitoring that controls prioritisation rules 
to EVs. Then, the TCC is informed and can 
monitor the traffic lights accordingly.

According to some international 
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“According to some international 
research, based on data from 

Belgium, Germany and the UK, 
more than 4000 casualties and 

accidents connected to EV missions 
are registered every year”

S Congested roads make the already stressful job of emergency vehicle crews even more taxing
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